HR/GL website brings together needed resources in one place

October 6, 2022 by Employee Services

Employee Services has debuted a new HR/GL section on the HCM Community website.

Standing for Human Resources General Ledger, HR/GL professionals manage payroll funding transactions including employee earnings, taxes and deductions to ensure accurate posting of payroll data from the HCM system to the general ledger in the Finance System to ensure accurate pay. HR/GL transactions are often accessed within HCM to ensure positions have funding, taxes are properly deducted and more.

To better support these individuals, we’ve combined resources from the Controller’s Office and Employee Services into one webpage for professionals to find up-to-date resources for HR/GL transactions. This webpage will be updated monthly to highlight timely transactions.

Now, HR/GL professionals can spend more time focusing on their day-to-day work rather than searching for needed resources across websites. We recommend bookmarking this page to stay on top of each month’s top transactions, available how-to guides and key dates throughout the fiscal year.

Questions or recommendations for the new page? Email System.HRGL.Team@cu.edu.
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